Press release

Launch of the first two PSL graduate schools
Paris, October 26, 2017. Paris Sciences & Lettres (PSL) university is awarded an
endowment of 11,542 million euros for the creation of two research schools, as part of
the first wave of the call for projects of the PIA3 (Plan d’Investissement d’Avenir /
“Investments for the Future”) whose results were published on October 24th, by the
MESRI (Ministry of Higher Education, Research and Innovation) and the CGI
(Commissariat Général à l’Investissement / “General Commissionner for Investment”)
The Graduate School TransLitterae - "Interdisciplinary Humanities and Cultural Transfer"
studies cultural transfers on a global scale through history, using the conceptual tools of
philosophy, political science, social sciences, philology, literature and the arts.
"Frontiers in Cognition: PSL Graduate School in Cognitive Science" or FrontCog, explores
the boundaries of cognitive science, exploiting the broad spectrum of skills present at PSL
(data science, physics, life sciences, engineering, humanities, arts and social sciences). It
offers professional training courses, oriented towards basic research as well as industry.
These are the first two PSL graduate schools that have been created; additional schools will
gradually be developed with a focus on disciplines where PSL leads on an international level.
The two selected graduate schools reflect all characteristics of the future PSL schools : they
promote learning through research by reinforcing the integration of the Master’s degree and
PhD programs with the research units; they are at the best scientific level while responding to
major societal challenges; finally, they will be central in the structuring of PSL.

About PSL - univ-psl.fr
Paris Sciences & Lettres research university (PSL) offers an ideal environment for the
development of academic excellence, creation and innovation: 4 500 researchers, 181
laboratories, 20 000 students and a dozen of incubators, fab-labs and co-working spaces for
students and entrepreneurs in the heart of Paris.
Arts, sciences and engineering are at the core of its intellectual and scientific ambition. As a
global selective university, rooted in interdisciplinarity and committed to promoting talents and
defending equal opportunity, PSL creates the world of tomorrow.
Member institutes: Chimie ParisTech, École nationale des chartes, École normale supérieure,
École Pratique des Hautes Études, ESPCI Paris, Institut Curie, MINES ParisTech,
Observatoire de Paris, Université Paris-Dauphine
Affiliated institutions: Beaux-Arts de Paris, Collège de France, Conservatoire National
Supérieur d'Art Dramatique, Conservatoire national supérieur de musique et de danse de
Paris, École des hautes études en sciences sociales, École française d'Extrême-Orient, École
nationale supérieure des Arts Décoratifs, IBPC-Fondation Edmond de Rothschild, Institut
Louis Bachelier, La Fémis
National organizations: CNRS, Inria, Inserm
Partners: Lycée Henri-IV, Institut Pasteur
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